MeDaX project plan: How to sustainably improve biomedical (research) data management
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Abstract
Several requirements, from technical (e.g. data interoperability) to juridical (e.g. data privacy), of high relevance and in some cases of contrary characteristics render digitalisation of health care in Germany at least challenging. With MeDaX (bioMedical Data eXploration) we aim at designing and implementing innovative and efficient methods for biomedical data storage, combination, enrichment, and for data retrieval and analysis based on graph technology. Following a federated approach we will provide an open source tool for building local knowledge graph instances of by default classified data. Declassification of publishable information will allow to export non-sensitive sub-graphs that can be combined into a global graph. A user interface for visualising and querying the incorporated data complete the open source and open access MeDaX information and research platform.
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When dealing with digital health care data a Pareto solution for two contradicting principles has to be found. On the one hand, digital biomedical data collection is required for providing high-quality health care service to patients. On the other hand, the only safe measure to prevent data fraud and data theft is to not at all collect sensitive personal digital data. In consequence, at least in Germany, data reuse is hampered as digital biomedical data is largely locked away with (nearly) nobody knowing about its existence. But, particularly for biomedical data, reuse is highly desirable to prevent duplicate costs, time, effort, and possibly inconveniences associated with data collection or storage.

With MeDaX, we aim at building a public integrated information and research platform based on graph technology. The three main goals are i) to enable clinicians and researchers by rendering sensitive or otherwise classified information findable and thus possibly accessible for reuse, ii) to inform the public by providing aggregated and anonymised biomedical data open access, and iii) to follow highest technical and security standards as well as ethical principles, such as FAIR [1] and privacy by design.

To achieve those goals, we will build on the federated data structure implemented by the Medical Informatics Initiative¹ at the German university clinics and provide to their data
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integration centres a knowledge graph tool for local application. This tool integrates health care data [2] and population studies [3, 4] with information from public databases [5] into a graph database. It semantically enriches incorporated data with ontological [6] and provenance information. And it scores the contained knowledge according to data quality, to measures for similarity analysis, and to structure-based querying.

Graph databases have been shown specifically suitable for storage of complex heterogeneous data [7, 8]. The MeDaX approach maximises benefits i) for authorised medical personnel and researchers by rendering biomedical (research) data findable, interoperable, and possibly accessible, ii) for the public by providing transparent information about biomedical data usage, and iii) ultimately for patients by considering their biomedical data both, highly interesting for exploration but also worth maximum protection.
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